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A Social-aware Gaussian Pre-trained Model for Effective Cold-start Recommendation
Siwei Liu,Xi Wang,Craig Macdonald,Iadh Ounis

• Social graph pre-training does improve recommendation performance

• A Gaussian Mixture Model can effectively extract meaningful relations from the pre-trained embeddings

• Experimental results show significant improvements using the proposed Social-aware Gaussian Pre-trained
model, especially for cold-start users
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A B S T R A C T

The use of pre-training is an emerging technique to enhance a neural model’s performance,
which has been shown to be effective for many neural language models such as BERT. This
technique has also been used to enhance the performance of recommender systems. In such
recommender systems, pre-training models are used to learn a better initialisation for both
users and items. However, recent existing pre-trained recommender systems tend to only
incorporate the user interaction data at the pre-training stage, making it difficult to deliver good
recommendations, especially when the interaction data is sparse. To alleviate this common
data sparsity issue, we propose to pre-train the recommendation model not only with the
interaction data but also with other available information such as the social relations among
users, thereby providing the recommender system with a better initialisation compared with
solely relying on the user interaction data. We propose a novel recommendation model, the
Social-aware Gaussian Pre-trained model (SGP), which encodes the user social relations and
interaction data at the pre-training stage in a Graph Neural Network (GNN). Afterwards, in
the subsequent fine-tuning stage, our SGP model adopts a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
to factorise these pre-trained embeddings for further training, thereby benefiting the cold-start
users from these pre-built social relations. Our extensive experiments on three public datasets
show that, in comparison to 16 competitive baselines, our SGP model significantly outperforms
the best baseline by upto 7.7% in terms of NDCG@10. In addition, we show that SGP permits to
effectively alleviate the cold-start problem, especially when users newly register to the system
through their friends’ suggestions.

1. Introduction
Deep learning-based models have achieved a remarkable success in different domains (Litjens, Kooi, Bejnordi,

Setio, Ciompi, Ghafoorian, Van Der Laak, Van Ginneken and Sánchez, 2017; Zhang, Yang, Chen and Li, 2018).
However, although these deep models have a strong expressiveness power, they cannot easily reach the maximal
optimised solution during the training stage without an effective initialisation (Erhan, Courville, Bengio and Vincent,
2010; Van Engelen and Hoos, 2020). Therefore, the pre-training technique has been commonly used to optimise
the deep models by providing them with an effective initialisation (Erhan et al., 2010; Xin, Pimentel, Karatzoglou,
Ren, Christakopoulou and Ren, 2022). Such a pre-training technique has been shown to lead to state-of-the-art
performances when the pre-trained model is further fine-tuned to address downstream Natural Language Processing
(NLP) (González, Hurtado and Pla, 2020; Devlin, Chang, Lee and Toutanova, 2019) or information retrieval tasks (Ma,
Guo, Zhang, Fan, Ji and Cheng, 2021; Zheng, Hui, He, Han, Sun and Yates, 2021). However, this effective technique
has been less studied in recommender systems possibly due to the limitations in the existing datasets. For example, in
the NLP tasks, one unsupervised deep language model can be pre-trained from unlabelled texts (e.g. Wikipedia) and
fine-tuned for a supervised downstream task (Devlin et al., 2019; Brown, Mann, Ryder, Subbiah, Kaplan, Dhariwal,
Neelakantan, Shyam, Sastry, Askell, Agarwal, Herbert-Voss, Krueger, Henighan, Child, Ramesh, Ziegler, Wu, Winter,
Hesse, Chen, Sigler, Litwin, Gray, Chess, Clark, Berner, McCandlish, Radford, Sutskever and Amodei, 2020). In
contrast, in the recommendation scenario, each dataset contains its specific information about the corresponding users
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and items, but no other ground truth knowledge such as Wikipedia could be leveraged from outside the dataset to help
estimate the users’ preferences and items’ attributes.

An existing Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) recommendation approach (He, Liao, Zhang, Nie, Hu and
Chua, 2017) has proposed to pre-train the recommendation model with a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) (Ramchoun,
Idrissi, Ghanou and Ettaouil, 2016). Although effective, the MLP module does not consider other available auxiliary
side information, such as the social relations among users (Seyedhoseinzadeh, Rahmani, Afsharchi and Aliannejadi,
2022; Elahi, Kholgh, Kiarostami, Saghari, Rad and Tkalčič, 2021) or the items’ timestamps (Li, Wang and McAuley,
2020), therefore the applied pre-training technique of NCF is limited in providing the cold-start users with a better
initialisation. Since the social relations among users have been shown to be essential in enhancing the recommendation
performance and alleviating the cold-start problem (Liu, Ounis, Macdonald and Meng, 2020; Camacho and Alves-
Souza, 2018), we propose to incorporate the social relations and the interaction data at the pre-training stage so that a
better initialisation can be obtained for those users who have fewer interactions.

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), a class of deep learning models (Zhou, Cui, Hu, Zhang, Yang, Liu, Wang, Li
and Sun, 2020; Wu, Pan, Chen, Long, Zhang and Philip, 2020b), have been used to aggregate the nodes’ information
from their neighbourhoods so as to learn an overall structure from a given graph’s type of data. Indeed, while GNNs
have been previously exploited to enhance general recommender systems (He, Deng, Wang, Li, Zhang and Wang,
2020; Yang, Wu, Wu, Zhang, Hong, Zhang, Zhou and Wang, 2023; Yi, Ounis and Macdonald, 2023), they have only
been recently studied as pre-training schemes (Hao, Zhang, Yin, Li and Chen, 2021). In this work, we devise a novel
Social-aware Gaussian Pre-trained model (SGP), which incorporates the users’ social relations in the pre-training
stage and attempts to search for a relative optimised solution based on the learned social-aware initialisation during
the fine-tuning stage. At the first stage, we pre-train a light GNN model with additional social information to give
users/items meaningful initialised embeddings. Given the neighbourhood aggregation property of the GNN model,
incorporating the social relations enables socially-connected users to become closer in this latent space through the
aggregation process.

In the fine-tuning stage, we load the obtained pre-trained embeddings and re-train the model for further
recommendations. The most straightforward approach for leveraging these pre-trained embeddings and decoding the
social information is to directly reload them. However, it is essential to note that the interaction data, which will
be used in the second stage, has already been exploited at the pre-training stage. Therefore, the direct reuse of the
interaction data might cause the overfitting problem. To tackle the problem of data reuse, the relational knowledge
distillation technique (Park, Kim, Lu and Cho, 2019; Gou, Yu, Maybank and Tao, 2021) has been proposed to distil
relations from a pre-trained model. The underlying intuition of the relational knowledge distillation technique is that
the distillation model is encouraged to extract the essential relations from the pre-trained model, thereby avoiding a
deficient performance as well as overfitting (Turc, Chang, Lee and Toutanova, 2019). Motivated by this technique of
relational knowledge distillation, we propose to distil the information from the pre-trained GNN model so that we can
later reconstruct meaningful embeddings. Since all embeddings can be viewed as probability distributions, an intuitive
solution for distilling information from those pre-trained embeddings is to follow existing works (Rendle, Krichene,
Zhang and Anderson, 2020; He et al., 2020) and use a normal distribution to model the embeddings. However, those
pre-trained embeddings contain prior knowledge and complex latent relations between users and items, which can
hardly be modelled with a normal distribution without information loss. Therefore, during the intialisation of the
fine-tuning stage, we propose to apply the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) (Reynolds, 2009), which assumes that
all the data points are sampled from a mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distributions. By leveraging this well-
developed GMM, our proposed method is devised to factorise the pre-trained embeddings into a finite number of
Gaussian distributions, where this number is pre-defined and each distribution could be viewed as a specific interest
of a group of users or a particular characteristic of a set of items.

To summarise, in this work, we make the following contributions:
∙ We devise a two-stage end-to-end social pre-trained recommendation model, SGP, which uses the GNN model to

leverage social information. We show that SGP can achieve state-of-the-art performance on three real-world datasets
of user-item interactions and social relations.

∙ We leverage the Gaussian Mixture Model to effectively distil information from the pre-trained embeddings for
the downstream recommendation task.

∙ Our proposed SGP model is shown to significantly outperform 16 strong baselines from the literature, while
being particularly useful for cold-start and extreme cold-start users (newly registered users).



The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we position our work in the literature. Section 3
introduces all relevant notions used in this paper and formally defines the detailed architecture of our SGP model.
The experimental setup and the results of our empirical experiments are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively,
followed by some concluding remarks in Section 6.

2. Related Work
In the following, we overview the related work from three perspectives: pre-trained models that learn general

representations for various downstream tasks (Section 2.1), graph-based recommendation models that leverage the
graph structure of user-item interactions (Section 2.2), and social-aware recommendation systems, which incorporate
social information into the recommendation process (Section 2.3).

2.1. Pre-trained Models
The pre-training technique has become an emerging research topic especially in the field of NLP. Pre-trained

language models such as the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and the more recent GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) models have
demonstrated their robust performance on different downstream NLP tasks. Through pre-training, a language model
can learn contextualised embeddings for tokens from a large corpus of texts, so that these tokens can be reused for
subsequent tasks with enhanced performances. Such models can then be later fine-tuned for a new downstream task,
thereby enhancing the overall performance of the corresponding model and outperforming other handcrafted models.
The pre-training technique was also adopted in recommendation models. For example, He et al. (2017) proposed the
Neural Collaborative Filtering (NCF) model to introduce a novel deep learning-based method to the recommender
systems community, which has attracted a substantial attention from researchers since then. The most remarkable
contribution of the NCF model is that it successfully incorporates the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) module, which
can in theory effectively approximate various types of prediction functions. However, it is noticeable that this NCF
model also uses a generalised matrix factorisation (GMF) module to generate pre-trained embeddings, which limits the
NCF model from incorporating auxiliary information at the pre-training stage. To this end, we propose to use instead
the GNN technique to replace the MLP pre-trained module due to the former’s ability of supporting the incorporation
of heterogeneous relations such as the relations among users as well as the users’ interaction data. Moreover, the
GNN technique, which has been initially devised to implement the node classification and link prediction tasks,
would naturally perform better than the GMF module on aggregating similar users and items (Wang, Samari and
Siddiqi, 2018). Hence, compared with the GMF module, when the GNN model is used for the pre-training stage,
the embeddings of the socially related users can be better aggregated in closer proximity in the latent space. Apart
from using the GMF module to pre-train on the interaction data, Wen, Guo, Chen and Ma (2018) introduced a linear
pre-trained recommender using the network embedding method. However, their proposed model failed to leverage the
multi-hops social relations (i.e. a friend’s friends), which can be seamlessly addressed by the GNN methods. The study
by Hao et al. (2021) is a more recent related work to ours, which tried to tackle the cold-start problem by pre-training
the recommendation model in a meta-learning setting. However, the contribution of their work is to use the underlying
structure of the user-item interaction graph, which is different from our research goal of using social information
to obtain better initialised users and items’ representations. Besides, existing works have leveraged other GNN pre-
training and contrastive pre-training techniques for sequential (Li, Liu, Guo, Liu, Peng, Philip and Achan, 2021; Xiao,
Xie, Yao, Liu, Sun, Zhang and Lin, 2021; Xie, Sun, Liu, Gao, Ding and Cui, 2020) and conversational (Wong, Feng,
Zhang, Vong, Chen, Zhang, He, Chen, Zhao and Chen, 2021) recommendations, respectively, which are distinct from
our proposed general recommender SGP.

2.2. Graph-based Recommendation
Various graph-based recommenders (He et al., 2020; Chen, Wu, Hong, Zhang and Wang, 2020; Yu, Yin, Xia,

Chen, Li and Huang, 2022a; Yu, Yin, Xia, Cui and Nguyen, 2022b) have been shown to achieve state-of-the-art
performances through the development of the GNN technique and its variants (Kipf and Welling, 2017; Zhang, Ling,
Shen, Wang, Lei, Shi, Wu and Li, 2021). Since the user-item interaction data can be intrinsically depicted as an
interaction graph, the GNN technique and its variants have been seamlessly applied in various recommender systems
and achieved good performances. For example, the proposed graph-based recommender model, NGCF (Wang, He,
Wang, Feng and Chua, 2019), has been shown to outperform many competitive baselines by incorporating a Graph
Convolutional Network (GCN) to encode the collaborative signals and to model the users’ and items’ embeddings.



Building on NGCF, the LightGCN model (He et al., 2020) further enhanced its recommendation performance by
eliminating redundant neural components from NGCF. Recently, GF-CF (Shen, Wu, Zhang, Shan, Zhang, Letaief
and Li, 2021) was proposed to further enhance the performance by incorporating a graph filtering method. However,
GF-CF is not an embedding-based model, hence it cannot be adapted to normal pre-training methods. Other variants
of LightGCN, including SGL (Wu, Wang, Feng, He, Chen, Lian and Xie, 2021) and UltraGCN (Mao, Zhu, Xiao, Lu,
Wang and He, 2021) have also achieved competitive performances. However, they incorporate memory-consuming
data augmentation methods, which will be more challenging if side information is also considered. Inspired by the
generalisability of LightGCN and its good trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency, we also adopt the simplified
GCN (Wu, Souza, Zhang, Fifty, Yu and Weinberger, 2019). Moreover, we incorporate the social information into the
embedding generation and updating process, which enables our proposed SGP model to encode the social relations
into the users’ embeddings. We will show how this auxiliary social information benefits our model by allowing it to
obtain a better model initialisation thereby alleviating the cold-start problem.

2.3. Social-aware Recommendation
Since the early work of SoReg (Ma, Zhou, Liu, Lyu and King, 2011), social relations have been shown to be

a valuable source of side information for recommendation. Indeed, SoReg uses social relations as a regularisation in
order to enhance the recommendation performance. As deep learning-based recommendation systems have developed,
researchers have also focused on how to use social relations more effectively in advanced recommendation scenarios.
This has led to the evolution of social relations usage from traditional regularisation methods to more sophisticated
relation encoding methods (Wu, Sun, Hong, Fu, Wang and Wang, 2018). In particular, with the emergence of graph-
based recommendation, social relations have become a natural choice of side information since, within a user-item
interactions graph, relations between users can be encoded as additional edges between user nodes instead of being
treated as attributes of entities. For example, Diffnet++ (Wu, Li, Sun, Hong, Ge and Wang, 2020a) incorporated the
additional social relations by adding the user-user edges into the original user-item bipartite graph. In addition, 𝑆2-
MHCN (Yu, Yin, Li, Wang, Hung and Zhang, 2021b) has been proposed to capture the high-order information among
the users’ social relations using a hypergraph neural network augmented by the self-supervised learning technique.
Similarly, SCDSR (Luo, Yang, Zhang, Sun, Wu and Hong, 2022) is another self-supervised graph recommendation
model, which built a heterogeneous graph using the social and information domains. By doing so, SCDSR aims
to leverage the high-order correlations between non-bridge users in the social domain and items in the information
domain. Although overall effective, these existing models typically neglect the situation when new users register to
the system through their friends’ suggestions. Compared with the existing models, our proposed SGP model not only
benefits normal cold-start users with fewer than 5 interactions, but also provides effective recommendations to those
extreme cold-start users who have no interactions at all.

3. Model Architecture
Our proposed SGP model consists of two main stages: 1) a social-aware pre-training stage, where a multi-

layer GNN is employed to generate the pre-trained embeddings and 2) an information distillation stage, where
we incorporate the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to distil information from the pre-trained embeddings for the
subsequent model’s training and generation of recommendations. In the following, we first define the tasks and some
preliminaries in Section 3.1. Next, Section 3.2 describes how to incorporate the social relations and a light GNN model
to propagate the social information into users’ and items’ embeddings. Finally, in Section 3.3, we demonstrate how
to employ the GMM to distil the social information from those pre-trained embeddings for the subsequent training
and the production of final recommendations. To clearly illustrate our model, Figure 1 depicts the overall structure of
SGP, where the upper and bottom regions describe the pre-training and fine-tuning stages, respectively. We conclude
the presentation of the SGP model with a discussion of its benefits for extreme cold-start users (Section 3.4) as well
as an analysis of its time complexity (Section 3.5).

3.1. Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce the notations used across the whole article and formally define our research task.

Throughout this paper, we use calligraphy typeface alphabets to denote sets (e.g.  is the set of users). Besides,
matrices and vectors are denoted by bold letters with uppercase letters representing matrices and lowercase letters
representing vectors. In Table 1, we summarise main notations used in this article for a fast reference.
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<latexit sha1_base64="SAGn2UbTPHSTHWIpTdDkQU2UThg=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4kJJIURcuCiK4rGAfkMQwmUzaoZMHMzdCCfkJN/6KGxeKuBXc+TdO2i609cIwh3Pu5Z57/JQzCab5rVWWlldW16rrtY3Nre0dfXevK5NMENohCU9E38eSchbTDjDgtJ8KiiOf054/uir13gMVkiXxHYxT6kZ4ELOQEQyK8vQTh9MQbMdPeCDHkfpyJ8IwFFF+XRRenhX3uVk4gg2G4Hp63WyYkzIWgTUDdTSrtqd/OUFCsojGQDiW0rbMFNwcC2CE06LmZJKmmIzwgNoKxjii0s0nVxXGkWICI0yEejEYE/b3RI4jWVpWnaVjOa+V5H+anUF44eYsTjOgMZkuCjNuQGKUERkBE5QAHyuAiWDKq0GGWGACKsiaCsGaP3kRdE8b1lmjedusty5ncVTRATpEx8hC56iFblAbdRBBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j2lrRZvN7KM/pX3+AAtloJ4=</latexit>⇥
E0

u

⇤<latexit sha1_base64="SAGn2UbTPHSTHWIpTdDkQU2UThg=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4kJJIURcuCiK4rGAfkMQwmUzaoZMHMzdCCfkJN/6KGxeKuBXc+TdO2i609cIwh3Pu5Z57/JQzCab5rVWWlldW16rrtY3Nre0dfXevK5NMENohCU9E38eSchbTDjDgtJ8KiiOf054/uir13gMVkiXxHYxT6kZ4ELOQEQyK8vQTh9MQbMdPeCDHkfpyJ8IwFFF+XRRenhX3uVk4gg2G4Hp63WyYkzIWgTUDdTSrtqd/OUFCsojGQDiW0rbMFNwcC2CE06LmZJKmmIzwgNoKxjii0s0nVxXGkWICI0yEejEYE/b3RI4jWVpWnaVjOa+V5H+anUF44eYsTjOgMZkuCjNuQGKUERkBE5QAHyuAiWDKq0GGWGACKsiaCsGaP3kRdE8b1lmjedusty5ncVTRATpEx8hC56iFblAbdRBBj+gZvaI37Ul70d61j2lrRZvN7KM/pX3+AAtloJ4=</latexit>⇥
E0

u

⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="N9OiTXu04NYCpuMXyzTErrEZcVs=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARxURIp6sJFQQSXFewDkhAmk0k7dPJg5kYoIf/gxl9x40IRt27c+TdO2iy09cIwh3PunTn3+ClnEkzzW1taXlldW69t1De3tnd29b39nkwyQWiXJDwRAx9LyllMu8CA00EqKI58Tvv++LrU+w9USJbE9zBJqRvhYcxCRjAoytNPHU5DsB0/4YGcROrKnQjDSET5TVF4uXqscAQbjsD19IbZNKdlLAKrAg1UVcfTv5wgIVlEYyAcS2lbZgpujgUwwmlRdzJJU0zGeEhtBWMcUenm050K41gxgREmQp0YjCn7eyLHkSwNq87Sr5zXSvI/zc4gvHRzFqcZ0JjMPgozbkBilAEZAROUAJ8ogIlgyqtBRlhgAirGugrBml95EfTOmtZ5s3XXarSvqjhq6BAdoRNkoQvURreog7qIoEf0jF7Rm/akvWjv2sesdUmrZg7Qn9I+fwCNKZ/W</latexit>

[Epre]
<latexit sha1_base64="N9OiTXu04NYCpuMXyzTErrEZcVs=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdekmWARxURIp6sJFQQSXFewDkhAmk0k7dPJg5kYoIf/gxl9x40IRt27c+TdO2iy09cIwh3PunTn3+ClnEkzzW1taXlldW69t1De3tnd29b39nkwyQWiXJDwRAx9LyllMu8CA00EqKI58Tvv++LrU+w9USJbE9zBJqRvhYcxCRjAoytNPHU5DsB0/4YGcROrKnQjDSET5TVF4uXqscAQbjsD19IbZNKdlLAKrAg1UVcfTv5wgIVlEYyAcS2lbZgpujgUwwmlRdzJJU0zGeEhtBWMcUenm050K41gxgREmQp0YjCn7eyLHkSwNq87Sr5zXSvI/zc4gvHRzFqcZ0JjMPgozbkBilAEZAROUAJ8ogIlgyqtBRlhgAirGugrBml95EfTOmtZ5s3XXarSvqjhq6BAdoRNkoQvURreog7qIoEf0jF7Rm/akvWjv2sesdUmrZg7Qn9I+fwCNKZ/W</latexit>

[Epre]
<latexit sha1_base64="Ebxnsvlj8FRDY6GarBpaNDHmXGo=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4kJJIURcuCiK4rGAfkMQwmUzaoZMHMzdCCfkJN/6KGxeKuBXc+TdO2i609cIwh3Pu5Z57/JQzCab5rVWWlldW16rrtY3Nre0dfXevK5NMENohCU9E38eSchbTDjDgtJ8KiiOf054/uir13gMVkiXxHYxT6kZ4ELOQEQyK8vQTh9MQbMdPeCDHkfpyJ8IwFFF+XRRezor73CwcwQZDcD29bjbMSRmLwJqBOppV29O/nCAhWURjIBxLaVtmCm6OBTDCaVFzMklTTEZ4QG0FYxxR6eaTqwrjSDGBESZCvRiMCft7IseRLC2rztKxnNdK8j/NziC8cHMWpxnQmEwXhRk3IDHKiIyACUqAjxXARDDl1SBDLDABFWRNhWDNn7wIuqcN66zRvG3WW5ezOKroAB2iY2Shc9RCN6iNOoigR/SMXtGb9qS9aO/ax7S1os1m9tGf0j5/APiWoJI=</latexit>⇥
E0

i

⇤<latexit sha1_base64="Ebxnsvlj8FRDY6GarBpaNDHmXGo=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4kJJIURcuCiK4rGAfkMQwmUzaoZMHMzdCCfkJN/6KGxeKuBXc+TdO2i609cIwh3Pu5Z57/JQzCab5rVWWlldW16rrtY3Nre0dfXevK5NMENohCU9E38eSchbTDjDgtJ8KiiOf054/uir13gMVkiXxHYxT6kZ4ELOQEQyK8vQTh9MQbMdPeCDHkfpyJ8IwFFF+XRRezor73CwcwQZDcD29bjbMSRmLwJqBOppV29O/nCAhWURjIBxLaVtmCm6OBTDCaVFzMklTTEZ4QG0FYxxR6eaTqwrjSDGBESZCvRiMCft7IseRLC2rztKxnNdK8j/NziC8cHMWpxnQmEwXhRk3IDHKiIyACUqAjxXARDDl1SBDLDABFWRNhWDNn7wIuqcN66zRvG3WW5ezOKroAB2iY2Shc9RCN6iNOoigR/SMXtGb9qS9aO/ax7S1os1m9tGf0j5/APiWoJI=</latexit>⇥
E0

i

⇤
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<latexit sha1_base64="1G4XyuFCeJMlj9TRNkt0Ti2+MQA=">AAACF3icbVDLSsQwFE19juOr6tJNcBBcDa2IuhEGRHA5gqPCtJQ0k84E06Qkt8JQ+hdu/BU3LhRxqzv/xnSmC18XQg7n3ss958SZ4AY879OZmZ2bX1hsLDWXV1bX1t2NzSujck1Zjyqh9E1MDBNcsh5wEOwm04yksWDX8e1p1b++Y9pwJS9hnLEwJUPJE04JWCpy24FgCfRxECsxMOPUfkWQEhjptDgry6jQjCpZ4kDz4QjCyG15bW9S+C/wa9BCdXUj9yMYKJqnTAIVxJi+72UQFkQDp4KVzSA3LCP0lgxZ30JJUmbCYuKrxLuWGeBEafsk4An7faMgqak028lKsvndq8j/ev0ckuOw4DLLgUk6PZTkAoPCVUh4wK1tEGMLCNXcasV0RDShYKNs2hD835b/gqv9tn/YPrg4aHVO6jgaaBvtoD3koyPUQeeoi3qIonv0iJ7Ri/PgPDmvztt0dMapd7bQj3LevwD5/6EP</latexit>

[Erecon]
<latexit sha1_base64="1G4XyuFCeJMlj9TRNkt0Ti2+MQA=">AAACF3icbVDLSsQwFE19juOr6tJNcBBcDa2IuhEGRHA5gqPCtJQ0k84E06Qkt8JQ+hdu/BU3LhRxqzv/xnSmC18XQg7n3ss958SZ4AY879OZmZ2bX1hsLDWXV1bX1t2NzSujck1Zjyqh9E1MDBNcsh5wEOwm04yksWDX8e1p1b++Y9pwJS9hnLEwJUPJE04JWCpy24FgCfRxECsxMOPUfkWQEhjptDgry6jQjCpZ4kDz4QjCyG15bW9S+C/wa9BCdXUj9yMYKJqnTAIVxJi+72UQFkQDp4KVzSA3LCP0lgxZ30JJUmbCYuKrxLuWGeBEafsk4An7faMgqak028lKsvndq8j/ev0ckuOw4DLLgUk6PZTkAoPCVUh4wK1tEGMLCNXcasV0RDShYKNs2hD835b/gqv9tn/YPrg4aHVO6jgaaBvtoD3koyPUQeeoi3qIonv0iJ7Ri/PgPDmvztt0dMapd7bQj3LevwD5/6EP</latexit>

[Erecon]
<latexit sha1_base64="9y3Vm+dCe/8XjlvzQsbbBFf6rL0=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgupCRS1I1QEMFlBfuAJoTJdNIOnTyYuRFKyE+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHPvzLnHTwRXYFnfxtLyyuraemWjurm1vbNr7u13VJxKyto0FrHs+UQxwSPWBg6C9RLJSOgL1vXH14XefWBS8Ti6h0nC3JAMIx5wSkBTnnnqCBZAHzt+LAZqEuorc0ICIxlmN3nuZfq1HDuSD0fgembNqlvTwovALkENldXyzC9nENM0ZBFQQZTq21YCbkYkcCpYXnVSxRJCx2TI+hpGJGTKzaZb5fhYMwMcxFKfCPCU/T2RkVAVjnVnYVjNawX5n9ZPIbh0Mx4lKbCIzj4KUoEhxkVEeMAloyAmGhAqufaK6YhIQkEHWdUh2PMrL4LOWd0+rzfuGrXmVRlHBR2iI3SCbHSBmugWtVAbUfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYtS4Z5cwB+lPG5w9PwKAr</latexit>

[Epre]
<latexit sha1_base64="9y3Vm+dCe/8XjlvzQsbbBFf6rL0=">AAACFXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgupCRS1I1QEMFlBfuAJoTJdNIOnTyYuRFKyE+48VfcuFDEreDOv3HSZqGtF4Y5nHPvzLnHTwRXYFnfxtLyyuraemWjurm1vbNr7u13VJxKyto0FrHs+UQxwSPWBg6C9RLJSOgL1vXH14XefWBS8Ti6h0nC3JAMIx5wSkBTnnnqCBZAHzt+LAZqEuorc0ICIxlmN3nuZfq1HDuSD0fgembNqlvTwovALkENldXyzC9nENM0ZBFQQZTq21YCbkYkcCpYXnVSxRJCx2TI+hpGJGTKzaZb5fhYMwMcxFKfCPCU/T2RkVAVjnVnYVjNawX5n9ZPIbh0Mx4lKbCIzj4KUoEhxkVEeMAloyAmGhAqufaK6YhIQkEHWdUh2PMrL4LOWd0+rzfuGrXmVRlHBR2iI3SCbHSBmugWtVAbUfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYtS4Z5cwB+lPG5w9PwKAr</latexit>

[Epre]

<latexit sha1_base64="qnhAi1nz7z415oQFqihnoqqRgCQ=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0XoqiRS1I1QcOOygn1AEspkMmmHTh7M3Agl9Bfc+CtuXCji1p07/8ZJm4W2Hhju4dx7mXOPnwquwLK+jcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39gHh71VJJJyro0EYkc+EQxwWPWBQ6CDVLJSOQL1vcnN0W//8Ck4kl8D9OUeREZxTzklICWhmbDFSwEB7t+IgI1jXTJ3YjAWEa6ZrMZdiUfjcEbmnWrac2BV4ldkjoq0RmaX26Q0CxiMVBBlHJsKwUvJxI4FWxWczPFUkInZMQcTWMSMeXl84tm+EwrAQ4TqV8MeK7+3shJpAq3erIwq5Z7hfhfz8kgvPJyHqcZsJguPgozgSHBRTw44JJREFNNCJVce8V0TCShoEOs6RDs5ZNXSe+8aV80W3etevu6jKOKTtApaiAbXaI2ukUd1EUUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PhajFaPcOUZ/YHz+APh1nl4=</latexit>

[µ]
<latexit sha1_base64="qnhAi1nz7z415oQFqihnoqqRgCQ=">AAACEXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0XoqiRS1I1QcOOygn1AEspkMmmHTh7M3Agl9Bfc+CtuXCji1p07/8ZJm4W2Hhju4dx7mXOPnwquwLK+jcra+sbmVnW7trO7t39gHh71VJJJyro0EYkc+EQxwWPWBQ6CDVLJSOQL1vcnN0W//8Ck4kl8D9OUeREZxTzklICWhmbDFSwEB7t+IgI1jXTJ3YjAWEa6ZrMZdiUfjcEbmnWrac2BV4ldkjoq0RmaX26Q0CxiMVBBlHJsKwUvJxI4FWxWczPFUkInZMQcTWMSMeXl84tm+EwrAQ4TqV8MeK7+3shJpAq3erIwq5Z7hfhfz8kgvPJyHqcZsJguPgozgSHBRTw44JJREFNNCJVce8V0TCShoEOs6RDs5ZNXSe+8aV80W3etevu6jKOKTtApaiAbXaI2ukUd1EUUPaJn9IrejCfjxXg3PhajFaPcOUZ/YHz+APh1nl4=</latexit>

[µ]
<latexit sha1_base64="iSnaIBvKdQQ1gmJVV/WdaJMsr0Y=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UQhJJIUTdCwY3LCvYBSSiT6SQdOpOEmRuhhH6EG3/FjQtF3Lpw5984abvQ1gvDHM65l3vuCVLBNdj2t1VaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHHZ1kirI2TUSiegHRTPCYtYGDYL1UMSIDwbrB6KbQuw9MaZ7E9zBOmS9JFPOQUwKG6lfPPMFCcLEXJGKgx9J8uScJDJXMPc0jSSYT7CkeDcHvV2t23Z4WXgbOHNTQvFr96pc3SGgmWQxUEK1dx07Bz4kCTgWbVLxMs5TQEYmYa2BMJNN+Pj1qgk8MM8BhosyLAU/Z3xM5kbowbDoLv3pRK8j/NDeD8MrPeZxmwGI6WxRmAkOCi4TwgCtGQYwNIFRx4xXTIVGEgsmxYkJwFk9eBp3zunNRb9w1as3reRxldISO0Sly0CVqolvUQm1E0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PWWrLmM4foT1mfP2Vmn6s=</latexit>

[�]
<latexit sha1_base64="iSnaIBvKdQQ1gmJVV/WdaJMsr0Y=">AAACFHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3g0UQhJJIUTdCwY3LCvYBSSiT6SQdOpOEmRuhhH6EG3/FjQtF3Lpw5984abvQ1gvDHM65l3vuCVLBNdj2t1VaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b3qvsHHZ1kirI2TUSiegHRTPCYtYGDYL1UMSIDwbrB6KbQuw9MaZ7E9zBOmS9JFPOQUwKG6lfPPMFCcLEXJGKgx9J8uScJDJXMPc0jSSYT7CkeDcHvV2t23Z4WXgbOHNTQvFr96pc3SGgmWQxUEK1dx07Bz4kCTgWbVLxMs5TQEYmYa2BMJNN+Pj1qgk8MM8BhosyLAU/Z3xM5kbowbDoLv3pRK8j/NDeD8MrPeZxmwGI6WxRmAkOCi4TwgCtGQYwNIFRx4xXTIVGEgsmxYkJwFk9eBp3zunNRb9w1as3reRxldISO0Sly0CVqolvUQm1E0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PWWrLmM4foT1mfP2Vmn6s=</latexit>

[�]
<latexit sha1_base64="d6QGydToePDf3hLqs+8m+h9q6e4=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAhuLIkUdSMURHBZwT6gCWUymbRDJ5MwcyOUkK9w46+4caGIW3Hn3zhpu9DWC8MczrmXe+7xE8E12Pa3tbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vbbOk4VZS0ai1h1faKZ4JK1gINg3UQxEvmCdfzRdaF3HpjSPJb3ME6YF5GB5CGnBAzVr5y6goXQw64fi0CPI/NlbkRgqKLsJs/7mSIyyLGr+GAIXr9StWv2pPAicGagimbV7Fe+3CCmacQkUEG07jl2Al5GFHAqWF52U80SQkdkwHoGShIx7WWTs3J8bJgAh7EyTwKesL8nMhLpwrLpLBzrea0g/9N6KYSXXsZlkgKTdLooTAWGGBcZ4YArRkGMDSBUceMV0yFRhIJJsmxCcOZPXgTts5pzXqvf1auNq1kcJXSIjtAJctAFaqBb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj2rpkzWYO0J+yPn8AFSugkw==</latexit>

[Erand]
<latexit sha1_base64="d6QGydToePDf3hLqs+8m+h9q6e4=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAhuLIkUdSMURHBZwT6gCWUymbRDJ5MwcyOUkK9w46+4caGIW3Hn3zhpu9DWC8MczrmXe+7xE8E12Pa3tbS8srq2Xtoob25t7+xW9vbbOk4VZS0ai1h1faKZ4JK1gINg3UQxEvmCdfzRdaF3HpjSPJb3ME6YF5GB5CGnBAzVr5y6goXQw64fi0CPI/NlbkRgqKLsJs/7mSIyyLGr+GAIXr9StWv2pPAicGagimbV7Fe+3CCmacQkUEG07jl2Al5GFHAqWF52U80SQkdkwHoGShIx7WWTs3J8bJgAh7EyTwKesL8nMhLpwrLpLBzrea0g/9N6KYSXXsZlkgKTdLooTAWGGBcZ4YArRkGMDSBUceMV0yFRhIJJsmxCcOZPXgTts5pzXqvf1auNq1kcJXSIjtAJctAFaqBb1EQtRNEjekav6M16sl6sd+tj2rpkzWYO0J+yPn8AFSugkw==</latexit>

[Erand]
BCE loss

Fine-tuning Stage

Figure 1: An illustration of our SGP model, where the pre-training stage and the fine-tuning stage are located above
and below, respectively. In this figure, 𝐄0

𝑢 and 𝐄0
𝑖 are the initial embedding matrices of the users and items, which are

randomly generated. 𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚 is the social similarity graph, which can be computed using Equation (1). Furthermore, 𝝁 and
𝝈 contain the mean and standard deviation of the pre-trained embeddings, which are defined in Section 3.3.1.

Our task is to highly rank relevant items for each user given their historical interactions and their available social
relations. We consider a recommender system with a user set  (| | = 𝑀) and an item set  (|| = 𝑁). Let
𝐑 ∈ ℝ𝑀×𝑁 be the user-item interaction matrix, where the content of the matrix 𝐑𝑀×𝑁 corresponds to either explicit
user ratings (Koren, Bell and Volinsky, 2009) or implicit feedback (Rendle, Freudenthaler, Gantner and Schmidt-
Thieme, 2009). We consider implicit feedback here because it is more abundant, therefore, 𝐑𝑢𝑖 = 1 if the user u has
interacted with the item i, otherwise 𝐑𝑢𝑖 = 0. As mentioned before, social network information is also important for
improving the recommendation performance, especially when a user does not have enough interactions with items.
Let 𝐒 ∈ {0, 1}𝑀×𝑀 be the user-user social network matrix, where the content of 𝐒 represents the social connections
between each pair of users.

3.2. The Pre-training Stage
A GNN model can leverage the nodes’ information and their corresponding relational information in a graph

by effectively aggregating information from each node’s neighbours. In the recommendation scenario, each node
represents either a user or an item. Therefore, suppose that only the interaction information is given, then each user
node’s neighbours could correspond to those items that have been interacted with by this user (and vice-versa for
an item node). On the other hand, when the social network information is also available, then the user’s neighbours
can be his/her interacted items or friends. This friendship information is also important for the recommender system,
because users are more likely to interact with those items that have been previously interacted with by their social



Table 1
Main Notations Used in this Article.

Notation Description
𝑹 the matrix of implicit feedback data

 ,  the sets of users and items
𝐒 the social network matrix of all users

𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚 the social similarity matrix of all users
𝐄 the embedding matrix
𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒 the pre-trained embedding matrix
𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 the reconstructed embedding matrix
𝐞 the embedding vector
 the Laplacian matrix
𝐖 the learnable weight matrix
𝜇, 𝜎 the mean and standard deviation of an embedding
𝝁, 𝝈 the mean and standard deviation matrices of an embedding matrix
𝜁 the loss

𝑀 , 𝑁 the number of users and the number of items
𝑘 the number of Gaussian distribution
Θ the trainable model parameters
𝜆 the controlling factor of the 𝐿2 regularisation

𝑦𝑢𝑖, �̂�𝑢𝑖 the observed interaction and the predicted interaction
 the normal distribution
𝐈 the identity matrix

neighbours (Yang, Guo, Liu and Steck, 2014). Hence, the users’ available social relations provide useful insights for
inferring their interests and predicting the items that they will interact with.

To effectively propagate the friends’ information into each user who is socially connected, we firstly initialise each
user with a randomised embedding vector 𝐞𝑢 to represent his/her interests. Similarly, we can assign each item with
a randomised embedding vector 𝐞𝑖. We set 𝐄𝑢 to be the embedding matrix containing all latent vectors of users and
𝐄𝑖 to be the embedding matrix for all items. A graph neural network can be employed here to aggregate the users’
social information for each user node. By stacking multi-layers GNNs, we can propagate high-order connectivities of
social relations from multi-hop neighbours. In our case, we use the most commonly used 3-layers GNNs to capture
reasonable depths in the social connectivities while avoiding the possible over-smoothing effect of the GNN.

To use multi-layers GNNs (Wu et al., 2019), we rely on a well-defined Laplacian matrix  for the specific GNN,
so that the information propagation and convolution functions can be executed effectively in a matrix multiplication
form. Different from the NGCF (Wang et al., 2019) model, which only tries to encode the interaction signal into
both the users’ and items’ embeddings, our model focuses on the social information propagation in the pre-training
stage. Furthermore, to further improve the Diffnet++ model (Wu et al., 2020a), which only incorporates the plain
social relation links, our model pre-computes the cosine similarity between each user’s social relation vector (Ma
et al., 2011)1. These vectors constitute one-dimensional binarised vectors indicating the social links between users.
Therefore, building on this advanced user-user social similarity graph 𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚, the GNN function can better classify
similar users. Given the user-user social graph 𝑺 ∈ {0, 1}𝑀×𝑀 , we can pre-compute the social similarity graph 𝑆𝑠𝑖𝑚
as follows:

𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚 =
( 𝐒 ⋅ 𝐒T
√

diag(𝐒 ⋅ 𝐒T)

)T
⋅

1
√

diag(𝐒 ⋅ 𝐒T)
, (1)

where T represents the transpose of a matrix and diag() computes the diagonal matrix of the corresponding matrix.
Entries of 𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚 are set to 0 if the corresponding user has no social relationships in 𝐒. Given the similarity graph 𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚,

1We use the cosine similarity because it can be efficiently computed for our sparse user-user matrix. In addition, the similarities between social
relation vectors do not need estimating the magnitude, hence other similarity measures - e.g. the dot product or the Euclidean similarities, may not
be appropriate.



we can derive its corresponding Laplacian matrix 𝑠𝑖𝑚 as follows:

𝑠𝑖𝑚 = diag(𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚)
− 1

2 ⋅ 𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚 ⋅ diag(𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚)
1
2 . (2)

Next, using the Laplacian matrix 𝑠𝑖𝑚, we can present the embedding updating function of our proposed SGP model
as follows:

𝐄(𝑙)
𝑢 = 𝑠𝑖𝑚 ⋅ 𝐄(𝑙−1)

𝑢 . (3)

Starting from a randomly initialised 𝐄0
𝑢, we stack 3 layers of the GNNs given in Equation (3) and update the

embeddings for each user correspondingly. Following the LightGCN model (He et al., 2020), we discard those
redundant neural components from the variant of GCN used in NGCF (Wang et al., 2019). Indeed, the self-connection
setup, i.e. adding the dot product of an embedding with itself into Equation (3), was initially proposed in (Wang et al.,
2019) to keep each node’s original information and to avoid being possibly overloaded with information from the
nodes’ neighbours. However, this self-connection was later demonstrated in (He et al., 2020) to bring no benefit to
recommendation performance; instead, it will reduce the training efficiency. Hence, we choose to also remove this
redundant part in our embedding updating function following the existing work (He et al., 2020).

Algorithm 1: The pre-training stage
Input: Interaction matrix 𝐑; Social network matrix 𝐒
Output: Pre-trained embedding 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒.
Initialise embeddings 𝐄0 and other learnable parameters Θ;
Compute 𝑠𝑖𝑚 according to Equation 1 & 2;
while not early-stopped do

𝜁𝐵𝐶𝐸 = 0;
for each training instance in 𝐒 do

Propagate social information according to Equation 3;
end
for each training instance in 𝐑 do

Compute epoch loss ∇𝜁 according to Equation 4;
end
𝜁𝐵𝐶𝐸 ← 𝜁𝐵𝐶𝐸 + ∇𝜁 ;
Update Θ, 𝐄;

end

We follow the GNN technique proposed in the aforementioned LightGCN model to update and aggregate the users’
embeddings. However, different from LightGCN, which uses the GNN to incorporate the interaction data, we only
incorporate the social information propagation. Similar with other graph-based recommendation models (Hamilton,
Ying and Leskovec, 2017; Wang et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020a; Mao et al., 2021), we keep the interaction data as the
ground truth for supervising the pre-training of our model. At each training epoch, Equation (3) is invoked to perform
the social aggregation, after which we use the binary cross-entropy (BCE) loss (He et al., 2017) as the objective
function:

𝜁𝐵𝐶𝐸 = −
∑

(𝑢,𝑖)∈𝐑
𝑦𝑢𝑖 ⋅ log

(

�̂�𝑢𝑖
)

+
(

1 − 𝑦𝑢𝑖
)

⋅ log
(

1 − �̂�𝑢𝑖
)

+ 𝜆 ‖Θ‖2 , (4)

where 𝑦𝑢𝑖 is the observed interaction, �̂�𝑢𝑖 is the predicted interaction, which is a dot product of the item embedding and
the user embedding obtained from Equation (3), while Θ = {{𝐄𝑙

𝑢,𝐄
𝑙
𝑖,𝐖

𝑙}3𝑙=1} denotes all trainable model parameters
and 𝜆 controls the 𝐿2 regularisation strength to prevent overfitting.

As a result, our pre-trained embeddings 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒 can be obtained by minimising the objective function in Equation (4).
For a better understanding, the training framework of our pre-training stage is summarised in Algorithm 1.

3.3. The Fine-tuning Stage
After detailing the pre-training stage, we first present the information distillation stage, where we describe how

to use the Gaussian Mixture Model to distil hierarchical relations from the pre-trained embeddings 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒. Finally, we



demonstrate how to use the reconstructed embeddings 𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 for the final recommendations. Similar with the previous
section, we summarise the training framework of the fine-tuning stage in Algorithm 2.

3.3.1. Information Distillation Stage
By using Equation (4) for the pre-training and Equation (3) for the social aggregation, we aim to encode

social information into our pre-trained embeddings 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒. The latter constitutes the obtained embedding matrix from
optimising Equation (4). However, it is not obvious how these pre-trained embeddings can be reloaded. Since we have
already used the interaction data as the ground truth during the pre-training stage , directly reloading these embeddings
is likely to cause either an overfitting or a marginal improvement. Therefore, in the information distillation stage, we
propose to distil information from these pre-trained embeddings. Next, we concatenate these distilled information at
the tail of a randomly initialised embedding to add more generalisation to the final embeddings (Wang et al., 2019).

Before extracting useful information from the pre-trained embeddings, we propose to model each user’s or
item’s latent vector as a multi-Gaussian distribution. This is consistent with the implementation details of existing
works (Rendle et al., 2009, 2020; Wang et al., 2019; He et al., 2020). Indeed, the matrix factorisation technique can
be interpreted as the search for the best fitted distribution for the users and items in a latent space. This is why in most
cases (He et al., 2020; Rendle et al., 2020), the embeddings are initialised with a Gaussian distribution with a given
mean (𝜇) and standard deviation (𝜎) e.g. 𝜇 = 0 and 𝜎2 = 0.1. As discussed in Section 1, we expect the pre-training
stage to capture hierarchical relations between users and items (Devlin et al., 2019). However, a standard Gaussian
distribution cannot represent these learned complex relations from the pre-trained embeddings 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒, because its low
representational power (Reynolds, 2009) limits its ability to convey the users’ different preferences and their complex
social relations, thereby potentially leading to an information loss. Hence, a mixture model is needed to leverage the
possible multivariate Gaussian distributions learned from the pre-training stage and to avoid any possible information
loss.

With the aforementioned proposal, we employ a well-developed statistical analysis tool, the Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) (Reynolds, 2009), which can effectively decompose a multivariate Gaussian distribution into multiple
(i.e. 𝑘) Gaussian distributions, where k is pre-defined. Specifically, GMM assumes that an observed data point 𝐱 can
be represented as a weighted sum of 𝑘 Gaussian densities (Reynolds, 2009), calculated as follows:

𝑝(𝐱|𝝀) =
𝑘
∑

𝑖=1
𝐰𝑖 ⋅ 𝑔

(

𝐱 ∣ 𝝁𝑖,𝚺𝑖
)

, (5)

where 𝐱 is a continuous-valued feature vector, 𝜆 represents all the learnable parameters of GMM, i.e. 𝝀 =
{

𝑤𝑖,𝝁𝑖,𝚺𝑖
}

,
𝐰 is a 𝑘-dimensional vector containing the weight of each Gaussian density and the sum of 𝐰𝑖 is equal to 1, i.e.
∑𝑘

𝑖=1 𝐰𝑖 = 1, while 𝝁𝑖 and 𝚺𝑖 denote the mean vector and the covariance matrix, respectively.
Given the feature vector 𝐱 conditioned on the mean vector 𝝁𝑖 and the covariance matrix 𝚺𝑖 , we can calculate the

corresponding Gaussian density as follows:

𝑔
(

𝐱 ∣ 𝝁𝑖,𝚺𝑖
)

=
exp

{

− 1
2

(

𝐱 − 𝝁𝑖
)′ Σ−1

𝑖
(

𝐱 − 𝝁𝑖
)

}

(2𝜋)𝐷∕2 |
|

Σ𝑖
|

|

1∕2
, (6)

where 𝐷 is the dimension of the vector 𝐱. In particular, the numerator is related to the Mahalanobis distance (McLach-

lan, 1999) (i.e.
√

𝐱 − 𝝁𝑖)′Σ−1
𝑖 (𝐱 − 𝝁𝑖)), which represents the distance between 𝐱 and 𝝈.

Since we assume that all the users’ and items’ embeddings correspond to combinations of Gaussian densities, we
can extract meaningful information from these embeddings by analysing each pair of (𝝁𝑖, 𝚺𝑖), as each pair represents
each user’s most important preferences or each item’s most important characteristics. In order to extract such
preferences and characteristics, we decompose the embeddings obtained from the pre-training stage in Section 3.2
as follows:

𝑝(𝑒𝑢|𝝀) =
𝑘
∑

𝑖=1
𝐰𝑖 ⋅ 𝑔

(

𝐞𝐮 ∣ 𝝁𝑖,𝚺𝑖
)

, (7)

where 𝐞𝑢 is the pre-trained user embedding of the user 𝑢 from 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒; k is the number of Gaussian distributions as
defined above in Equation (5), which determines how many Gaussian densities should be obtained by decomposing
the pre-trained embedding. A similar equation can also be applied to an item’s embedding vector.



Algorithm 2: The fine-tuning process
Input: Rating matrix 𝐑; Pre-trained embedding 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒; Pre-defined integer 𝑘.
Output: The recommended list for each user.
Inherit 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒 for initialising embeddings;
Use GMM to factorise 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒 according to Equation (8).
Randomly sample from 𝑘 Gaussian distributions;
Generate reconstructed embeddings 𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 according to Equation (9).
Initialise other learnable parameters Θ̂;
while not early-stopped do

𝜁𝐵𝐶𝐸 = 0;
for each training instance in 𝐑 do

Compute epoch loss ∇𝜁 according to Equation (4);
end
𝜁𝐵𝐶𝐸 ← 𝜁𝐵𝐶𝐸 + ∇𝜁 ;
Update Θ̂, 𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛;

end
Do recommendation to find the recommended list based on the trained embeddings according to
Equation (10);

Therefore, given the overall pre-trained embeddings 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒, we calculate all pairs of 𝜇𝑖 and Σ𝑖 as follows:

𝝁,𝚺 = GMM(𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒, 𝑘), (8)

where 𝝁 and 𝚺 are two matrices consisting of all (𝜇𝑖 ,Σ𝑖) pairs for each user and item and the used GMM function is
optimised by the EM algorithm.

After employing the GMM to those pre-trained embeddings, we obtain k pairs of 𝜇 and Σ for each user and item,
from which we have enough statistical information to reconstruct the embeddings containing the social information
encoded at the pre-training stage. For each user or item, we use the obtained (𝜇 ,Σ) pairs to generate k Gaussian
distributions, where we randomly sample the same number of elements from each distribution to reconstruct socially-
aware embeddings. After that, we obtain the reconstructed embeddings 𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 as follows:

𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 =  (𝝁,𝚺), (9)

where 𝝁 and 𝚺 are both obtained from Equation (8).

3.3.2. Model Training and Recommendation
After obtaining the reconstructed embeddings 𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛, we use again the BCE loss function (He et al., 2017) to

train the model but, this time, the model is initialised with 𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 instead of a random matrix. We concatenate the
reconstructed embeddings 𝐄𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 with the randomly initialised embeddings to represent the users’ preferences and
items’ characteristics. Therefore, the model is less likely to fall into the same relative optimised solution within the
pre-training stage. To recommend items of interests to a user, we compute the dot product of the concatenated trained
embeddings of this user with the trained embeddings of all items in the corpus. Hence, our proposed Social-aware
Gaussian Pre-trained model (SGP) is devised to predict the interaction �̂�𝑢𝑖 between user u and item i as follows:

�̂�𝑢𝑖 = (𝐞𝑢−𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 ∥ 𝐞𝑢−𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑)⊙ (𝐞𝑖−𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛 ∥ 𝐞𝑖−𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑), (10)

where ∥ denotes the concatenation and ⊙ is the dot product. The obtained list of scores are then used to identify the
items that a given user will be interested to interact with.

3.4. Discussion
Pre-training embeddings for the recommendation task has already been investigated in the literature. For example,

to avoid the poorly performing local minima, both NCF (He et al., 2017) and CMN (Ebesu, Shen and Fang, 2018)
apply the Generalised Matrix Factorisation (GMF) as a pre-training model to initialise the embedding of users and



Table 2
Statistics of datasets.

Librarything Epinions Yelp
Users 60,243 114,738 215,471
Items 200,422 34,577 93,379

Interactions 930,053 110,671 1,506,039
Social edges 110,637 150,859 1,397,180

Interaction density (%) 0.008 0.003 0.007
Social density (%) 0.003 0.001 0.003

items. Specifically, to obtain the representations of users and items, a GMF model is trained using the weighted output
of the embedding dot product:

�̂�𝑢,𝑣 = 𝐖𝜎
(

𝐔𝑢 ⊙ 𝐕𝑉
)

, (11)

where ⊙ denotes the element-wise product of vectors, 𝜎 is an activation function and 𝐖 is the trainable parameter.
However, existing models cannot leverage social relations during the pre-training stage. Hence, they may not

improve the satisfaction of cold-start users. In comparison, Our SGP model can leverage social relations using a
graph-based pre-training method such that cold-start users can benefit from friends with more interactions. In addition,
SGP can particularly tackle the extreme cold-start problem by inferring the preferences of those extreme cold-start
users as a combination of the preferences of their socially related friends.

3.5. Time Complexity Analysis
For the pre-training stage, we need to pre-compute the social similarity graph 𝐒𝑠𝑖𝑚 (see Equation (1) and the

Laplacian matrix (see Equation (2)), where their complexities are 𝑂(𝑀3) and 𝑂(𝑀2), respectively. In addition,
the complexity of the embedding updating function (see Equation (4)) is 𝑂(𝑀2 × |𝑒|), where |𝑒| is the embedding
dimension.

For the fine-tuning stage, we need to factorise 𝐄𝑝𝑟𝑒 using the GMM, which has a complexity of 𝑂(𝑡× 𝑘×𝐿× |𝑒|),
where 𝑡 is the number of iterations for optimising the GMM function, 𝑘 is the number of Gaussian distributions and
𝐿 is the number of training samples. Finally, the recommendation step has a complexity of 𝑂(𝑀 ×𝑁), where 𝑀 and
𝑁 are the numbers of users and items, respectively.

Although the pre-training stage is more time-consuming than the fine-tuning stage, it produces reusable pre-trained
embeddings. For a new user who joins the system through a friend’s recommendation, the initial embedding can be
generated based on the social relations. Since the pre-training stage does not need to be repeated as often as the
fine-tuning stage, its time complexity is not a major concern for a practical deployment.

4. Datasets and Experimental Setup
To evaluate our proposed SGP model, we perform experiments on three public datasets: Librarything2, Epinions3

and Yelp3. These datasets are widely used in the recommender systems community. Librarything is a book review
dataset, Epinions is a general customer review dataset, while Yelp is a venue check-in dataset. Table 2 provides the
statistics of the three used datasets. In the following, we aim to address the following research questions:
RQ1. Can we use the GNN model to leverage the social information and generate pre-trained embeddings for both
users and items, thereby improving the overall recommendation performance?
RQ2. Can we employ the Gaussian Mixture Model to distil information from the pre-trained embeddings and further
enhance the recommendation performance?
RQ3. Does our SGP model help in alleviating the cold-start problem, especially for those extreme cold-start users?
RQ4. What is the impact of using the social relations on the pre-training stage of our SGP model?
RQ5. How do the embeddings dimension and different ranking cut-offs affect the recommendation performances of
the pre-trained recommenders?

Below, we describe the 16 baselines used to evaluate the performance of SGP, the used evaluation methodology,
and their corresponding experimental setup.

2http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/∼jmcauley/datasets.html
3https://www.yelp.com/dataset



4.1. Baselines
We compare the performance of our SGP model to classical strong non-neural baselines as suggested by Dacrema,

Cremonesi and Jannach (2019), as well as existing state-of-the-art neural models:

• MF (Rendle et al., 2020). This is the conventional matrix factorisation model, which can be optimised by the
Bayesian personalised ranking (BPR (Rendle et al., 2009)) or the BCE losses. The regularisation includes the
user bias, the item bias and the global bias.

• SBPR (Zhao, McAuley and King, 2014). SBPR is a classic model, which adds the social regularisation to the
matrix factorisation method.

• UserKNN and ItemKNN (Sarwar, Karypis, Konstan and Riedl, 2001). Two neighbourhood-based models using
collaborative user-user or item-item similarities.

• SLIM (Ning and Karypis, 2011). This is an effective and efficient linear model with a sparse aggregation
method.

• NCF (He et al., 2017). The method is a CF model, which uses a generalised matrix factorisation method to
generate pre-trained embeddings. An MLP module is also used in NCF to capture the nonlinear features from
the interactions.

• NGCF (Wang et al., 2019). NGCF is devised to employ a multi-layer GCN on top of the user-item interaction
graph to propagate the collaborative signal across multi-hops user-item neighbourhoods.

• LightGCN (He et al., 2020). Building on NGCF, LightGCN has fewer redundant neural components compared
with the original NGCF model, which makes it more efficient and effective.

• UltraGCN (Mao et al., 2021). UltraGCN is a more efficient GNN-based recommender. It gains higher efficiency
than LightGCN by skipping the message passing via a constraint loss.

• SGL (Wu et al., 2021). SGL leverages the self-supervised learning method to generate augmented views for
nodes to enhance the model’s robustness and accuracy.

• VAE-CF (Liang, Krishnan, Hoffman and Jebara, 2018). A state-of-the-art variational autoencoder-based
collaborative filtering recommender system.

• GraphRec (Fan, Ma, Li, He, Zhao, Tang and Yin, 2019). This is the first GNN-based social recommendation
method, which models both user-item and user-user interactions.

• Diffnet++ (Wu et al., 2020a). This method is a graph-based deep learning recommender system, which uses the
additional social links to enrich the user-item bipartite graph and improve the recommendation performance.

• MPSR (Liu, Zheng, Li, Zhang, Lin, Shen, Xiong and Wang, 2022). This is a recent model that uses GNN to
construct hierarchical user preferences and assign friends’ influences with different levels of trust from different
perspectives.

• 𝑆2-MHCN (Yu, Yin, Gao, Xia, Zhang and Viet Hung, 2021a). This is a self-supervised recommender system,
which uses a hypergraph neural network to leverage the social relations between users.

• SCDSR (Luo et al., 2022). SCDSR is another self-supervised graph recommendation model that builds a
heterogeneous graph using the social and interaction domains.

4.2. Evaluation Methodology
Following a common setup (Rendle et al., 2009; Xue, Dai, Zhang, Huang and Chen, 2017), we use a leave-one-out

evaluation strategy to split the interactions of each dataset into training, validation and testing sets. To speed up the
evaluation, we adopt the sampled metrics (He et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019; Rendle et al., 2020), which randomly
sample a small set of the non-interactive items as negative items (rather than take all the non-interactive items as
negatives) of the validation and testing sets, and evaluate the metric performance on this smaller set. Here, we sample



100 negative items for each user in the testing sets for evaluation (He et al., 2017; Rendle et al., 2020). However,
different from prior works (He et al., 2017; Rendle et al., 2020) that only use one oracle testing set per dataset with the
sampled negative items, we construct 10 different testing sets with different sampled negative items for each dataset
using different random seeds, in order to reduce the evaluation bias on some specific testing negatives (Krichene and
Rendle, 2020). Hence, the reported performance of each run is based on the average of the 10 testing sets4. In order to
answer RQ1, we compare our SGP model with all baselines in terms of Normalised Discounted Cumulative Gain@10
(NDCG), Recall@10 and Mean Average Precision@10 (MAP). We also compare the SGP model with both its pre-
training and fine-tuning stages to a variant where only the pre-training stage is used (called SGP (Pre-training)), so as
to address RQ2. All models are implemented with PyTorch using the Beta-RecSys open source framework (Meng,
McCreadie, Macdonald, Ounis, Liu, Wu, Wang, Liang, Liang, Zeng et al., 2020). We use the Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015) optimiser for all the neural network models’ optimisations. To tune all hyper-parameters, we apply a grid search
on the validation set, where the learning rate is tuned in

{

10−2, 10−3, 10−4
}

; the latent dimension in {32, 64, 128} and
the 𝐿2 normalisation in

{

10−2, ..., 10−5
}

. The node dropout technique is used in the NGCF, LightGCN, UltraGCN,
MPSR and GraphRec models as well as our proposed SGP model. The dropout ratios vary amongst {0.3, 0.4, ..., 0.8}
as suggested in (van den Berg, Kipf and Welling, 2018). To control how many Gaussian distributions are extracted from
the pre-trained embeddings, we vary the number of pre-defined multivariate Gaussian distributions 𝑘 in Equation (7)
in {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}. Note that due to the limit of the latent dimension, further increases in the 𝑘 value might result in less
data extracted from each pre-trained embedding. For each 𝑘 value, we run our SGP model for 50 times with different
random seeds and we plot the results on the three datasets as a box plot, where we illustrate not only the mean values
but also the variance across different random seeds. For a fair comparison with (He et al., 2017, 2020; Wang et al.,
2019; Wu et al., 2020a), we set the number of neural network layers of the models including NCF, NGCF, Diffnet++,
LightGCN, UltraGCN, SGL, GraphRec and SGP to three. For the non-neural models, namely SBPR, MF, UserKNN,
ItemKNN and SLIM, we tune them within the same range of learning rates and 𝐿2 normalisations used for the neural
baselines, while for the rest of parameters we follow the same implementation details as suggested in (Dacrema et al.,
2019).

To answer RQ3, we further examine the ability of our proposed SGP model to alleviate the cold-start problem,
especially for those users who newly registered on the sites. In particular, we first compare the performances of
our SGP model to the best performing baseline across different groups of users who have less than {5, 10, 15, 20}
interactions, respectively. Second, to simulate the extreme cold-start situation when a user starts using an app that
was suggested by his/her friends, we select those users who have social relations but less than five interactions. We
define these users as the extreme cold-start5 users and we remove all their interactions, so that the situation of newly
registered users (no historical interaction) is simulated. Hence, through this defined extreme cold-start setup, we aim
to recommend relevant items to those newly registered users solely based on their social relations.

In order to tackle RQ4, we conduct an ablation study to determine the effect of the social relations in our proposed
SGP model and the Diffnet++ model. In this ablation study, we randomly drop {20%,40%,60%,80%} of social
relations from both models and measure the resulting recommendation performance across the three used datasets,
in order to determine if the performance improvements are indeed gained from the social-aware pre-training. To
answer RQ5, we provide a detailed analysis on the largest dataset (i.e. Yelp) to evaluate the performances of SGP and
LightGCN on different embedding dimensions and different cut-offs for the recommended items. Additionally, in
order to directly observe the effect of social relations in the latent space, we use the t-distributed stochastic neighbour
embedding (t-SNE) technique (Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008) to visualise the final embeddings obtained by our
SGP model, in comparison to the embeddings obtained by a classic MF model.

5. Results Analysis
In this section, we report the experimental results and answer the five research questions in turn.

4We have also employed an evaluation methodology where any potential bias is avoided. In this evaluation, we make use of the full set of
negative items. We observed similar experimental results and conclusions to those shown in Table 3. Hence, our use of 10 different testing sets
enhances evaluation efficiency but also sufficiently mitigates against any potential evaluation bias stemming from the negative item sampling.

5We sampled users with less than 5 interactions for the simulation because at least 3 interactions are needed for the train/valid/test set, and in
order to keep enough users in the evaluation pool.



Table 3
Performances of SGP and other baselines on the three used datasets. All metrics are computed at rank cutoff 10. The
best and second best performances are highlighted in boldface and underlined, respectively; * denotes a significant
difference between the performance of SGP and that of the baselines according to the paired t-test with the Holm-
Bonferroni correction for 𝑝 < 0.01. The ’Social’ column indicates whether a model uses social relations or not.

Social Epinions Librarything Yelp
NDCG Recall MAP NDCG Recall MAP NDCG Recall MAP

NCF ✗ 0.0819∗ 0.1662∗ 0.0585∗ 0.3132∗ 0.4971∗ 0.2304∗ 0.2504∗ 0.4109∗ 0.1908∗

NGCF ✗ 0.0816∗ 0.1668∗ 0.0589∗ 0.2974∗ 0.4894∗ 0.2498∗ 0.2378∗ 0.3904∗ 0.1794∗

LightGCN ✗ 0.0830∗ 0.1723∗ 0.0615∗ 0.3310∗ 0.5081∗ 0.2484∗ 0.2735∗ 0.4304∗ 0.2194∗

UltraGCN ✗ 0.0825∗ 0.1700∗ 0.0603∗ 0.3313∗ 0.5083∗ 0.2480∗ 0.2598∗ 0.4002∗ 0.2011∗

SGL ✗ 0.0831∗ 0.1720∗ 0.0610∗ 0.3216∗ 0.4982∗ 0.2417∗ 0.2632∗ 0.4100∗ 0.2098∗

VAE-CF ✗ 0.0710∗ 0.1424∗ 0.0475∗ 0.3003∗ 0.4934∗ 0.2302∗ 0.2100∗ 0.3715∗ 0.1639∗

Diffnet++ ✓ 0.0819∗ 0.1678∗ 0.0549∗ 0.3011∗ 0.4873∗ 0.2259∗ 0.2589∗ 0.4184∗ 0.1988∗

GraphRec ✓ 0.0810∗ 0.1661∗ 0.0527∗ 0.2997∗ 0.4807∗ 0.2248∗ 0.2478∗ 0.4097∗ 0.1901∗

MPSR ✓ 0.0821∗ 0.1692∗ 0.0589∗ 0.3203∗ 0.4927∗ 0.2345∗ 0.2597∗ 0.4032∗ 0.1925∗

SBPR ✓ 0.0791∗ 0.1571∗ 0.0509∗ 0.2997∗ 0.4931∗ 0.2300∗ 0.2398∗ 0.3937∗ 0.1808∗

𝑆2-MHCN ✓ 0.0824 0.1709 0.0550 0.3099 0.5185 0.2356 0.2600 0.4303 0.2223
SCDSR ✓ 0.0835 0.1733 0.0604 0.3276 0.5020 0.2501 0.2801 0.4406 0.2208

MF ✗ 0.0720∗ 0.1481∗ 0.0484∗ 0.2903∗ 0.4893∗ 0.2291∗ 0.2011∗ 0.3348∗ 0.1698∗

UserKNN ✗ 0.0752∗ 0.1678∗ 0.0497∗ 0.3123∗ 0.4987∗ 0.2345∗ 0.2297∗ 0.3797∗ 0.1758∗

ItemKNN ✗ 0.0743∗ 0.1667∗ 0.0486∗ 0.2977∗ 0.4872∗ 0.2139∗ 0.2238∗ 0.3709∗ 0.1712∗

SLIM ✗ 0.0719∗ 0.1522∗ 0.0497∗ 0.2918∗ 0.4821∗ 0.2298∗ 0.2098∗ 0.3407∗ 0.1766∗

SGP
(Pre-training)

✓ 0.0725 0.1498 0.0497 0.2953 0.4913 0.2284 0.2201 0.3897 0.1798

SGP ✓ 0.0876 0.1794 0.0657 0.3569 0.5431 0.2647 0.2972 0.4631 0.2347
%Improv. 4.9 3.5 6.8 7.7 6.9 5.8 6.1 5.1 6.3

Table 4
NDCG@10 performances of our SGP model in comparison to the LightGCN baseline across different user groups
where n is the number of users’ interactions; * denotes a significant difference versus LightGCN (paired t-test, p<0.01).

NDCG@10
Dataset Model n=5 n=10 n=15 n=20 n=all

Epinions
SGP 0.0763∗ 0.0812∗ 0.0857∗ 0.0864∗ 0.0876∗

LightGCN 0.0708 0.0751 0.0810 0.0818 0.0830
%Improv. 7.77 8.12 5.80 5.62 5.50

Librarything
SGP 0.3014∗ 0.3354∗ 0.3410∗ 0.3554∗ 0.3569∗

LightGCN 0.2631 0.2821 0.3101 0.3275 0.3310
%Improv. 14.5 15.9 9.96 8.52 7.80

Yelp
SGP 0.1987∗ 0.2435∗ 0.2669∗ 0.2848∗ 0.2972∗

LightGCN 0.1671 0.2086 0.2381 0.2590 0.2735
%Improv. 18.9 16.7 12.1 9.97 8.71

5.1. RQ1: Pre-trained Recommendation Performances
In order to answer RQ1, we use Table 3 to report the overall performance of our SGP model in comparison to 13

other baselines and the pre-training stage (the first stage only of the SGP model) in terms of 3 different metrics, namely
NDCG, Recall and MAP. Comparing the performance of SGP (Pre-training) with other baselines, we can conclude
that the pre-training stage itself cannot outperform all baselines. However, through the information distillation stage
when we use randomly initialised embeddings concatenated with Multivariate Gaussian distributions extracted from
the pre-trained embeddings, our SGP model achieves the best performance, constantly and significantly outperforming
all other baselines in terms of all metrics on three used datasets. These results demonstrate that solely employing the
GNN model with the available social relations is not sufficient to enhance the recommendation performance. This
is likely because the social information should not be considered equally to the interaction information, since the
interaction information makes the actual ground truth when inferring the users’ main preferences and next items



Table 5
Performances of SGP (Pre-training) on the extreme cold-start users in comparison with the random and popularity-
based baselines. In the table, SGP is the only approach where interactions are used. * and ↑ denote significant
differences compared to the random and popularity baselines, respectively (paired t-test, p<0.01).

Epinions Librarything Yelp
NDCG Recall MAP NDCG Recall MAP NDCG Recall MAP

Random 0.0676 0.1334 0.0403 0.0998 0.1938 0.0707 0.0887 0.1806 0.0615
Popularity 0.0712 0.1448 0.0423 0.1693 0.3011 0.1082 0.1937 0.3219 0.1287

SGP 0.0870∗↑ 0.1691∗↑ 0.0589∗↑ 0.3324∗↑ 0.5134∗↑ 0.2958∗↑ 0.2972∗↑ 0.4631∗↑ 0.2347∗↑
SGP (Pre-
training)

0.0728∗↑ 0.1583∗↑ 0.0450∗↑ 0.2029∗↑ 0.3360∗↑ 0.1382∗↑ 0.2279∗↑ 0.3469∗↑ 0.1488∗↑

of interest. By reusing these pre-trained embeddings concatenated with randomly initialised embeddings, our SGP
model can markedly and significantly enhance the recommendation performance. It is of note that the performances
of all the evaluated models on the Epinions dataset are lower than on the Librarything and Yelp datasets. However,
these performances are in line with those reported in the literature (e.g. NDCG@10 ≈ 0.3 on the Librarything
dataset (Palumbo, Rizzo, Troncy, Baralis, Osella and Ferro, 2018; Valcarce, Landin, Parapar and Barreiro, 2019;
Mauro, Ardissono and Hu, 2019); NDCG@10 < 0.1 on the Epinions dataset (Abdollahpouri, Burke and Mobasher,
2019)). These differences may be explained by the differing densities of user-item interactions in the used datasets
(see Table 2). Additionally, by comparing other graph-based models, we observe that those more recent models such
as SGL and UltraGCN do sometimes outperform the LightGCN model. However, LightGCN can still outperform
SGL and UltraGCN for most of the times as shown in Table 3. This observation is likely related to our used data split,
where we use 10 different testing sets to avoid the oracle testing set. In other words, our results suggest that the recent
graph-based models have not achieved consistent and robust improvements over the LightGCN model. In addition to
those graph-based baseline models, our SGP also significantly outperforms other social-aware recommender systems,
including 𝑆2-MHCN and SCDSR. This indicates that a social graph pre-training technique is more effective than the
self-supervised learning technique on the recommendation task. Overall, in answer to RQ1, we can conclude that using
the GNN model to leverage the social relations and generate pre-trained embeddings can improve the recommendation
performance compared with SGP (Pre-training) and 16 competitive (neural and non-neural) baselines.

5.2. RQ2: GMM Information Distillation
To address RQ2, we show a box plot of our SGP model on the 3 used datasets across different number of pre-

defined multivariate Gaussian distributions, 𝑘, in terms of NDCG@10, where for each 𝑘 value, the model is trained
and evaluated 50 times with different random seeds. In Figure 2, the max and min values for each set of experiments
are shown as two bars at the top and bottom of each box, respectively. The mean value of each set of experiments is
shown as an orange line lying in the middle of each box. We also report the best mean for each dataset in Table 3
(i.e. 𝑘 = 6 for the Epinions dataset and 𝑘 = 8 for the Librarything and Yelp datasets ). Figure 2 shows that our SGP
model only achieves better performances when 𝑘 is larger than 4, whereas for all datasets when 𝑘 = 2 or 4, the SGP
model has a lower performance than several baselines. This can be explained by the fact that the users’ preferences are
hard to be estimated with simple distributions. Indeed, usually the users’ preferences are formed by combinations of
distributions, which cannot be easily factorised with 2 to 4 factors. Therefore, a small number of Gaussian distributions
is not sufficient enough to represent the users’ preferences. However, we also observe a performance degradation
when 𝑘 is too large. This is likely because the latent dimension has a limited size (usually up to a few hundreds),
while each reconstructed embedding is a sample from the multiple extracted Gaussian distributions. Therefore, when
𝑘 becomes larger, elements sampled from each distribution become fewer, thereby leading to a loss in the accuracy
of the representation of its intended original factor. For example, when the latent dimension is 100, if 𝑘 = 10 is
applied, only 10 elements are sampled from each Gaussian distribution. Moreover, when k is larger, the performance
of our SGP model is relatively stable. This demonstrates that our SGP model is effective in distilling information
from the pre-trained embeddings given that enough Gaussian distributions are employed i.e. when 𝑘 is sufficiently
large, the model stabilises and shows less variance. In addition, we observe that the performance of SGP in terms of
NDCG@10 varies across different datasets. For example, when 𝑘 = 4, SGP is relatively less effective than the other
configurations on the Librarything dataset while SGP is dramatically improved when 𝑘 ≥ 6 on the Epinions dataset.
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Figure 2: Max/Min/Mean values of NDCG@10 for SGP on 3 datasets with different number of Gaussian distributions.

As shown in Table 2, different datasets have different social densities leading to different structures of social networks.
Therefore, these structures of the social networks can affect the usefulness of the social relations thereby also affecting
the performance of social-aware recommenders such as SGP. Overall, in answer to RQ2, we can conclude that the
GMM can be used to effectively distill information from the pre-trained embeddings. We also suggest preferable 𝑘
values, which can be used to enhance the recommendation performance.

5.3. RQ3: Cold-start Performances
To address RQ3, in Table 4, we examine the performance of our SGP model for different groups of users who

have less than {5, 10, 15, 20} interactions, respectively, in comparison to the best baseline, LightGCN, in terms of
NDCG@10. From the table, we note that our SGP model overall significantly outperforms LighGCN, while users with
less than 10 interactions particularly benefit from our model compared with the other groups of users. Overall, it is
reasonable to observe that cold-start users benefit more from our model because when their interaction information is
too sparse, incorporating more social information will likely enable the SGP model to predict their possible unknown
preferences. However, users with sufficient interactions tend to have their preferences accurately captured by the
recommender systems, therefore adding more social relations may not be beneficial for them. Indeed, from Table 4,
we observe that there is a clear decrease in the reported percentage improvement when we consider the group of users
who have less than 10 interactions in comparison to those users who have more than 15 interactions.

Table 5 shows a comparison of our SGP model with a random recommender and a popularity-based recommender
for the extreme cold-start users case. The random and popularity-based recommenders are two commonly used
baselines when no interaction data is available. Here, we aim to simulate the situation when users register to an
App or a Web service following the suggestions of their friends. In this case, the model only knows about the users’
friends while it does not have access to the historical interactions. Instead of making random recommendations or
only recommending popular items, our SGP model generates embeddings by constructing multivariate Gaussian
distributions by evenly sampling elements from their friends’ embeddings, which is also produced by the pre-training
stage of our SGP model. By comparing our proposed SGP model with its first pre-training stage only (denoted by
SGP (Pre-training)) with both baselines and the full SGP model for the extreme cold-start users, we find that SGP
(Pre-training) significantly outperforms both the random and the popularity-based recommenders. On the other hand,
it is reasonable and natural that when no interactions are observed and no training is conducted, SGP (Pre-training) is
far worse than the full SGP model. However, SGP (Pre-training) significantly outperforms both the random and the
popularity-based recommenders on the Librarything and Yelp datasets and is comparable to the results of SGP on the
Epinions dataset. Overall, in answer to RQ3, we can conclude that our proposed method SGP is effective at tackling
the cold-start problem and is particularly useful in alleviating the practical extreme cold-start issue.

5.4. RQ4: Impact of Social Relations
In order to determine the effect of social relations and to answer RQ4, we conduct an ablation study where we

randomly dropout different proportions of social relations. Figure 3 shows how the performance of our SGP model
and Diffnet++ model are affected when different proportions of social relations are randomly masked out. From



this figure, we can clearly observe a trend that when more social relations are masked during the pre-training, the
more the recommendation performances of SGP and Diffnet++ are degraded across three datasets. This trend reveals
that the social relations do indeed help the SGP model to achieve a better pre-training thereby enhancing the final
recommendation performance. However, we also observe some variance in the performance on the Epinions dataset,
compared with the consistent decline of performance on the Librarything and Yelp datasets. This is because the
raw data of the Epinions dataset provides bidirectional social relations i.e. both the ‘trust’ and ‘trustedby’ relations are
given. Since our current SGP model cannot distinguish between these bidirectional relations, for the sake of simplicity,
we unify these two types of relations as one unidirectional social network to fit our implementation. Although unifying
the bidirectional relations does bring an overall performance improvement to SGP over other baselines, this unifying
method itself is not optimal and can possibly induce noise, because the social influences are not bidirectionally equal.
By comparing the Diffnet++ model with SGP across three datasets over different dropout ratios, we observe consistent
performances improvement from our proposed model, which further justifies our previous results. Therefore, from
our conducted ablation study, in answer to RQ4, we can conclude that using the social relations on the pre-training
stage can help enhance the recommendation performance of our SGP model. Furthermore, we postulate that the
performance can be further enhanced by enabling our current SGP model to distinguish among bidirectional social
relations. We leave the adequate integration of bidirectional social relations into our SGP model to future work.
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Figure 3: An ablation study of performances of SGP and Diffnet++ (different proportions of social relations are masked
out).

5.5. RQ5: Hyperparameter Analysis
In this section, we aim to answer RQ5 by examining how the performance of SGP and that of the second-best

baseline LightGCN are affected by different recommendation cut-offs and embedding dimensions. First, we plot when
the recommendation lists are generated with different cut-offs in Figure 4a. From this figure, we can observe that our
SGP consistently outperforms LightGCN across different cut-offs. Specifically, SGP mainly surpasses LightGCN for
larger cut-offs (i.e. when cut-offs ≥ 10). This is due to the fact that we consider social relations as side information, and
they are only leveraged during the pre-training stage. As a result, those items that are easy to predict will be preserved
as top-ranked items, while social relations play an important role for our SGP model in obtaining a higher effectiveness
at lower rank cutoffs. For example, in the venue recommendation scenario, users may visit venues suggested by their
friends when travelling to different countries. When these venues are in the test set, a general recommender relying
only on the interaction information will unlikely rank these venues at the top of the ranking list for such users.
Our proposed SGP model is likely to benefit this case if the users’ friends have visited/liked these venues before.
Specifically, SGP gives higher scores to those venues visited/recommended by each user’s friends. As a result, those
venues lowly ranked by other recommenders will have a higher chance to appear in the top-10/top-20/top50 ranking
lists as shown in Figure 4a. Here, we must emphasise the difference between the results shown in Figure 4a and Table 4
to avoid a possible confusion. In Table 4, we have reported performances across different user groups defined by the
number of historical interactions of each user. This is different from what we plot in this section, which is based on
different cut-offs. Figure 4b shows how the NDCG@10 measure is affected when different embedding dimensions
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Figure 4: A performance comparison between SGP and LightGCN over different dimensions and different cut-offs on
the Yelp dataset.

are applied to SGP and LightGCN. This figure demonstrates that our SGP can bring consistent improvements over
the baseline for different embedding dimensions. To conclude on RQ5, our SGP model can constantly outperform the
strong LightGCN baseline when different hyperparameters are applied.

5.6. The Embedding Visualisation
In this section, we aim to analyse how our SGP model affects the users’ embeddings in the latent space, compared

to the embeddings obtained from a classic MF model that does not encapsulate social relations. We visualise all users’
embeddings of the Librarything dataset6, trained by the SGP model in comparison with embeddings trained by the
MF model7 using the t-distributed stochastic neighbour embedding (t-SNE) approach. Figure 5(a) shows the t-SNE
for MF, while Figure 5(b) provides the t-SNE for SGP. In both plots, we highlight three anchor users (represented as
yellow/green/red dots), along with their corresponding friends (triangles) and their target items (stars). Both the green
and orange anchor users are fortunate to have their friends close to their target items, hence, these two anchor users
are pulled closer to their target items, as shown in Figure 5(b). In contrast, in Figure 5 (a), these two anchor users are
clustered far apart from their target items by MF, due to the fact that social relations are not considered by MF. For
the red user’s case, he/she has a dissimilar friend, who is located relatively far away from the target item and his/her
friends. Our SGP model can still handle this case by relocating the red user to the space between this dissimilar friend
and two other similar friends, thereby bringing this user closer to the target item. Through the provided three examples
of users, we illustrated different situations where users might possibly benefit from our SGP model, thereby improving
the recommendation performances as observed in the reported results across three datasets.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we explored how to leverage a GNN model to generate pre-trained embeddings using the existing

social relations among users. Next, we used the Gaussian Mixture Model to carefully extract prior knowledge
contained in those pre-trained embeddings for the subsequent fine-tuning and recommendations. Our proposed Social-
aware Gaussian Pre-trained (SGP) model can significantly outperform competitive baselines, as demonstrated by
the extensive experiments conducted on three public datasets. Furthermore, a detailed user analysis showed that

6The Librarything dataset is a less sparse dataset with a higher or equal social density compared to the Epinions and Yelp datasets therefore,
for illustration purposes, we have more users to choose from. However, note that we do nevertheless observe similar trends on the Epinions and
Yelp datasets

7The MF model is chosen because it is also an embedding-based method and is not socially aware, and therefore can offer us a clear comparison
between a social-aware model and a non-social model.
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Figure 5: The t-SNE plot of all users’ embeddings of the Librarything dataset obtained from the MF model (a) and our
SGP model (b), where the red dot represents an anchor user, the red triangles are this user’s friends and the red start
is the target item. The similar configuration is also applied to another two users with their corresponding friends and
target items, which are plotted with the colour of green and orange, respectively.

by incorporating the social relations, users who have less than 10 interactions particularly benefit from our SGP
model. Moreover, we showed that our SGP model can practically serve extreme cold-start users with reasonable
recommendations when it only knows about the friend’s preferences of these newly registered users. Finally, we
used an ablation study to examine the effect of social relations on our proposed model and a hyperparameter
analysis to study the effects of different cut-offs and embedding dimensions, followed by the visualisation of the
generated embeddings to further illustrate how our proposed model could benefit recommendations. As future work,
we aim to investigate how to leverage the bidirectional nature of social relations so that we can alleviate the issue of
’trust’/’trustedby’ relations, as mentioned in Section 5.4. In addition, we aim to leverage more effective fine-tuning
methods for SGP, such as the contrastive graph learning method (Yang et al., 2023), instead of the plain training
method.
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